
III.-On the Characters of S$herical and Chroma& Aberratiolz 
arising from Excentrical Refraction, and th&r relations to 
Chromatic Dispersion. By Dr. ROPSTON-PIGOTT, M.A., F.R.S., 
F.C.P.S. 

THE paper which I last had the honour of submitting to the Hoyal 
Microscopical Society treated of the characters of spherical and 
chromatic aberration, which are identical. I n  that paper, none of 
the statements of which need correction, the peculiar spherical 
aberrations of red and blue light were scrutinized and their actud 
spherical (i. e. their marginal) aberrations calculated approximately.* 

On referring to Professor Littrow’s paper on “ Double Object- 
glasses,” the reader will see at pages 240, 241,t that he says, 

“ The principal of these properties (in a proposed double 
object-glass) is that all rays, red as well as violet, incident near to 
or far from the axis shall all unite after tlie fourth refraction in 
one point of the axis.” That is to say, that these coloured rays, 
whether marginal or central, shall at  last have a common focal 
point. 

He  then proceeds to test in section (7j this union of all the 
rays considered, namely, violet, red, and mean rays by his formulae. 

He  takes the case of crown glass and flint glass with indices 
1 .53 and 1 .58 respectively and 2 for the ratio of their dispersions. 
He  then calculates the points at which the violet and red rays cut 
the axis by means of the formula for spherical aberration depending 
on the radii of the lenses and their refractive indices. 
. I n  order to find vhether the dispersion of colours has been 

destroyed, he determines the points a t  which the red and violet 
rays cut the axis. 

He gives several examples of determining the points at  which 
the red, violet, and mean rays cut the axis after refraction through 
the object-glass, of which I beg to subjoin an example in which the 
aperture of object-glass is 9.62 inches and focal length 5 feet 
(a most extraordinary short focal length). 

For this construction he says, page 240, “ I  found the focal 
length (proportions used) 

For mean rays incident at an angle of loo 2 ~ 30375 

metrical focus) 2 30379 
For violet rays . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.30H79 
For red rays . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.30373 (O.OOOO1) 

chromatic 
For mean rays incident near axis (i. e. geo- aberration. . . . . . . . . . .  (0~00000) 

* The principal focus varies with each change in the refractive index, i . c .  
with tlie coloiir, and this wonld introduce further small cliaiiges ueglectccl in the 
Appendix to the hst  paper. 

t V d .  iii., Rkm. Roy. Astr. Soo.’ 
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Professor Littrow concludes his paper by saying, 
" The preceding calculations are therefore equally simple and 

exact, as they leave the beaten path of finding the spherical aberra- 
tion by an approximate expression, and determine this aberration 
for any angle however large with perfect accuracy . . . ." 

I t  would be of no interest to the Fellows to quote the whole 
formula used by Littrow as an improvement on Sir J. F. Herschel's 
method, but I may be excused for quoting another example, as it 
bears very strongly on the principal feature of these papers. H e  
says, 

" In order toJind how far the chromatic aberration has been 
destroyed, we have (q B '  be focal length and n,n' indices of 
refraction) 

__ 
1 -  n - I  

when the radii of the lenses are r and s and d and s', and d the 
thickness of the first lens: m d  this equation is absolutely the 
expression for finding the aberration of two lenses for each kind 
of coloured light tested. 

The same formula is employed over and over again to test the 
amount of spherical and chromatic aberration introduced by the 
lenses: and hence in this respect the characters of the two ar0 
absolutely identical. 

I n  standard works on optics, chromatic aberration and spherical 
are treated for convenience as distinct things. It may be noticed, 
however, that Professor Potter has discarded the term chromatic 
aberration and employs the term longitudinal dispersion, also used 
by Coddington in 1831. 

Thus, in Art. 84, p. 113, pt. i., 3rd edition, Professor Potter's 
proposition is thus worded : 

'( To Jind the longitudinal dispersion and bast circle of chro- 
nzatic dispersion in a given lens." 

He then finds the longitudinal dispersion for rays whose 
indices are different (such as red and violet), which is simply the 
chromatic aberration along the axis of the coloured rays. 

Further on he says the condition of achromatism is that u, 
i. e. the distance of the focal point from the last lens shall remain 
the same for all colours. 

Inasmuch therefore as the longitudinal dispersion or chromatic 
aberration is obtained from the spherical equations, in other words, 
as the particular coloured light entering a given lens is then sub- 
jected to the spherical laws of refraction in precisely the same way 
as homogeneous light would be-so far their chromatic and spherical 
aberration are identical in character. 

The question turns entirely upon the definition of the ternis 
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used. Potter’s term, longitudinal dispersion, is precise and self- 
evident. The term chromatic aberration has been so loosely em- 
ployed as to give rise to sufficient confusion. 

Thus chromatic dispersion is simply applied to denote the 
various ways in which the colours in a solar spectrum are dispersed 
over its whole length, which vary in their degree, position, and 
intensity, according to the nature of the light and prisms employed. 

Again, in the standard optical works the cliromatic aberration 
calculated, is merely the variation of the focal length for the central 
rays forming what is called the geometrical focus, which, mathe- 
matically speaking, is used only for an infinitely small axial pencil 
of rays passing through the exact centre of the lens in question : 
but the chromatic aberration of a given coloured ray passing through 
the periphery or marginal area of the lens is altogether omitted, 
although implied in the fundamental formulz. 

Further, the popular canon in achromatics, that achromatism is 
determined by the condition that the dispersions of the two achro- 
matizing lenses must simply be in proportion to their focal lengths, 
is a rough formula, only true for the geometrical focal lengths : for 
it is entirely founded on the fundamental value of the focal lengths 
of the central rays, and even the thickness of the lenses is entirely 
neglected in this popular canon, and only two colours can be 
united for the dispewions of the two sets of rays chosen. 

Opticians have determined for themselves the fallacy of this 
canon for delicate purposes, and of the two necessary evils chosen 
the least. In  forming a telescope of two glasses, they find minute 
double stars are shown most distinctly when the secondary spectrum 
or uncorrected colour is faintly purplish, or claret colour. 

On referring to Brewster’s treatise on Optics,* the identical 
character of chromatic and spherical aberration is well implied. 
He says, p. 79, 

“ I n  treating of the progress of rays through lenses, it was 
taken for granted that the light was homogeneous, and that every 
ray that had the same angle of incidence had also the same angle of 
refiaction, or what is the same thing, that every ray which fell 
upon the lens had the same index of refraction. The observations 
in the preceding chapters have proved, however, that this is not 
true, and that in the case of light falling upon crown glass there 
are rays with every possible index of refraction from 1.5258 to 
1 .5466, the index of refraction for the violet rays ” 

“The extreme red rays (marginal) will have their focus in r ,  
whilst the extreme marginal violet rays whose index of refrac- 
tion is 1.5466: will have their focus in v. The distance v r i s  
called tile chromatic aberration.” And I may remark, there is 

* Lardner’s ‘ Cab Cyclop ,’ “Optics,” by U. Biewster, LL.D., I?.R S., nftcr- 
wrds  Sir DcLvid Bren stci 
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no way of finding this mathematically, except by the calculation 
of the aberration of the red and violet rays from the spherical 
formula involving their indices of refraction and radii of surfaces, 
and thickness. 

The chromatic aberration i s  Jinely shown by a very Zurgs 
burnirq-glass. The author possesses one of 8 inches in diameter. 
If the whole be covered up except a half.inch rim, the image of the 
sun will be seen of different colours on a semi-transparent screen 
held at the various foci. Each colour produces its own brilliant 
focal image in order, and their exact positions measure in some 
degree the dispersion of the glass. If now the whole be covered 
up except an inch in the centre, the order will be the same as 
before, but their former positions are altered. The difference 
between the positions of the red image of the sun, for instance, is 
the spherical aberration of the red for the given glass and curvature : 
and the variation of the position of the violet image of the sun for 
the marginal and central rays of the burning-glass is the spherical 
aberration of the violet; and is absolutely identical with the 
spherical aberration of the marginal rays of that kind of light 
which has the same refractive power as the red or violet in 
question. 

The chromatic dispersion, or, much better, the dispersion, is best 
shown by the spectroscope, formed of several accurately constructed 
symmetrical prisms, and can only be very correctly measured by 
using plane instead of spherical surfaces (very perfectly formed 
to bend the rays). Barlom succeeded in determining the chro- 
matic dispersive power roughly by measuring the distance to 
hundredths of an inch, by which lenses of different materials 
formed rude achromatic images when separated by a measurable 
interval, the image of a black cross on white paper being used. 
This method I take the liberty to call rough, as it cannot be com- 
pared for a moment to the delicate method of measuring wave- 
lengths as employed in the best spectroscopes. 

The very curious laws of dispersion revealed by this modern in- 
strument, depending both on the intrinsic quality of the light and 
the media through which it is transmitted, can be investigated now 
under circumstances of unprecedented precision and advantage. The 
detection of the velocity of motion, for instance, of Sirius as re- 
ceding from or approaching the sun, is an example of the most 
subtle process of analysis yet exhibited to mankind. Dispersion 
(and its correlations) is now one of the most interesting depart- 
ments of modern physics. 

There can be no doubt that every case of marginal aberration 
in a coloured ray, though identical in the laws of its refraction with 
what is called spherical aberration, has yet further qualities depen- 
dent on its source. Thus the aberrations of the blue rays pro- 
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duced by oil of cassia enclosed between two concave lenses, will 
have a very diEerent relation to that of the red ray, as compared 
with the aberrations of sulphuric acid similarly enclosed. 

Indeed, the variations of the chromatic and spherical aberra- 
tions go, as it were, hand in hand. Spherically considered, their 
characters are identical, but their qualities depend upon the nature 
of the light and t,he media through which it is transmitted.' 

(To be continzaed.) 

Additional Note. January 14, 1876. 

I have been led to the consideration of t,he subject in conse- 
quence of the very imperfect notions and ideas afloat regarding this 
very fundamental principle in optics. The advanced student of 
science in general is becoming daily better acquainted with its 
general laws. It wa,s an unfortunate circumstance that for novices 
it was found convenient to employ the figment that light in optics 
might be considered homogeneous for the purpose of simplifying 
optical formula ; this veritable scholastic sham should have been 
more carefully guarded and explained. The result upon general 
readers has been lamentable. Spherical aberration, the grand dif- 
ficulty of opticians, is thought to belong only to a pure homo- 
geneous ray. Chromatism is represented as cured by regulating 
the foci of lenses ; whilst chromatic error is represented as having 
nothing whatever to do with spherical aberration ; spherical and 
chromatic aberration being thus made distinct and as it were inde- 
pendent, is pernicious to optical science, as being utterly false, I n  
the standard optical works chromatic aberration is only treated of 
centrically : the excentrical is altogether omitted. The ques- 
tion is one of the most important possible in fundamental optics. 
[I may further remark today, February 12, that spherical aberra- 
tion has no existence for the central ray, but chromatic aberration 
displaces the focus of the mean central rays. But the moment a 
coloured ray passes marginally or excentrically, it that instant 
obeys the laws of spherical aberration : and has its identical cha- 
racters.] 

Dr. Parkinson says, in his preface to ' Optics,' that the work is 
a new edition of Griffin's ' Optics.' To the latter gentleman, both 
the present and former paper have been submitted, and from him I 

* Sappose a violet ray to pass through the margin of a lens and also through 
:L small central aperture, then its variation in focus is identical with its spherical 
aberration; and if also a red ray pass similarly, the resulting variation in focus is 
also tho aberration duc to the marginal curvature, so that tl~rec vnrintions itre 
ideutid in character as being spherically produced and spherically calrulaterl. 
-(Not? adtlcd Eel). 12.) 
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have received the following letter this morning in reference to the 
present paper, which I am privileged to insert here : 

'' OSPRINGE VICARAGE, PAVERSHAM, 
12 Jnnunry, 1876. 

'' Dear Dr. Royston-Pigott,-In the enclosed paper, on which 
you encourage me to express an opinion, I see nothing to modify 
or alter. The books treat of 
chromatic aberration as if there were no spherical aberration. This 
is hypothesis which nature does not accept. Therefore the true 
and exact way is to examine an exterior ray in its entire 
straggling- 

" (1) From the geometrical focus in virtue of what we call 

" (2) From its fellow constituents of the unrefracted ray of 

'' Both of these demand consideration as coexistent causes of a 

"This you seem to me to have accurately expressed in the 

I understand your view to be this. 

spherical aberration. 

white light in consequence of chromatic aberration. 

pencil not converging exactly to a point. 

paper which I now return. 
'' Believe me to be faithfully yours, 

" W, N. GRIFFIN." 
I have received letters from equally distinguished mathe- 

maticians, approving of my first paper on this subject, which I 
have placed in the hands of our Honorary Secretary, Mr. Slack. I 
am allowed to add that Mr. Griffin approves the first paper also, 
as containing " nothing inaccurate in its statements." 

IT.--On Xtaiming and Mounting Wood Sections. 
By M. EL STILES. 

THE staining of sections of vegetable tissues so greatly assists the 
microscopist who engages in the study of their structure, that any 
improvement in the preparation and mounting of' such sections will, 
I feel sure, be eagerly welcomed. 

During the past few months I have made many experiments in 
connection with this subject, and the results obtained are so good, 
and the method so simple, expeditious, and, in some respects, new, 
that I think I shall be justified in publishing a short outline of it. 

The cutting of sections of woody or herbaceous stems and roots 
does not usually present much difficulty ; simple maceration in cold 
or tepid water, or, in the case of some dried specimens, in a mix- 
ture of equal volumes of spirit of wine, glycerine, and water, will 


